
Sometimes, a REXX EXEC is just so
darn useful, I start using it a lot. If it
executes in a reasonable amount of

time on most invocations, I’m happy. However,
if it starts to drag when faced with high volume,
I start looking for inefficiencies and possible
speed-up techniques.

REXX AS A SCRIPTING
LANGUAGE

REXX is an excellent scripting language for
many environments, especially TSO/ISPF. It
is a perfectly adequate language to do things
like dynamic allocation, panel displays, and
other simple kinds of fall-through kind of
logic. It can’t be beat for putting together a
quick and easy program to accomplish com-
plex scripting, memory navigation, and any
number of utility tasks.

Where REXX begins to show signs of strain
is in deeply nested, heavily executed loops.
This is a characteristic of all interpretive
languages—horribly slow, inefficient looping.
The subject of this column is how to isolate
inefficient REXX loops and translate them
into a compiled/assembled language (I’ll be
using Assembler) while still leaving the bulk
of the dialog function in REXX.

FLATTEN

Back in November of 1999, as the second part
of a series on the Library Management (LM)
class of services, I used a simple REXX EXEC
named FLATTEN to demonstrate how to take a
partitioned dataset (PDS) and “flatten” it into an
IEBUPDTE-formatted flat file. The dialog func-
tion was entirely written in REXX and used a
number of the LM (LMINIT, LMOPEN, LMM-
LIST, etc) ISPF services to accomplish the job.

Having all PDS members written out seri-
ally into a flat file in a format that is easily

reconstituted back into a PDS is useful in a
number of situations; in particular, when
downloading and performing mass edits.
Because of this usefulness, I found that I was
using FLATTEN more than I originally
intended. It worked reasonably well for small-
to-medium sized PDS datasets. But when I had
to process a large PDS? Well, let’s just say that
I went to the cafeteria and bought a cup of cof-
fee while I waited for the process to complete.

ISOLATE THE DEEPLY NESTED
LOGIC AND TRANSLATE

A source code file containing the following
is available for download at www.naspa.com:

� The pure REXX FLATTEN EXEC

� The hybrid REXX/Assembler
FLATPROG EXEC

� The Assembler source (named
CLCAFLAT)

� A single ISPF panel named FLATPANL

Interested readers should download this
IEBUPDTE-formatted file (which was created
by FLATPROG) and examine the code.

If you visualize the flattening process, it
should be clear that there will be a double loop
at the deepest level of execution. The outer-
most loop is the one that begins by positioning
to the first member in the member list (the
PDS directory). Nested inside this loop, another
loop would be needed that reads each line
from the current input member and then writes
that same line to the output flat file.
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After building the member list with an initial LMMLIST, the LMMFIND service “opens” a member for input. After a
priming LMGET, the doubly nested LMPUT/LMGET Do-Loop is executed. This loop chews up the most of the CPU
as well as the wall time.

Ispexec “LMMLIST DATAID(“dataidi”) OPTION(LIST) MEMBER(“memvar”)”

Do While Rc = 0
Memcnt = Memcnt + 1
If Iebcard = “Y” Then Do

Putline = “./ ADD NAME=”memvari
Ispexec “LMPUT DATAID(“dataido”) MODE(INVAR) DATALOC(PUTLINE),

Datalen(“LR1”) Nobscan”
End
Ispexec “LMMFIND DATAID(“dataidi”) MEMBER(“memvari”)”
If Rc = 0 Then Do
Ispexec “LMGET DATAID(“dataidi”) MODE(INVAR) DATALOC(PUTLINE),

Datalen(Lenvar) Maxlen(256)”
Do While Rc = 0

Ispexec “LMPUT DATAID(“dataido”) MODE(INVAR) DATALOC(PUTLINE),
Datalen(“LR1”) Nobscan”

Linecnt = Linecnt + 1
Ispexec “LMGET DATAID(“dataidi”) MODE(INVAR) DATALOC(PUTLINE),

Datalen(Lenvar) Maxlen(256)”
End

End
Memvari = “MEMVARI”
Ispexec “LMMLIST DATAID(“dataidi”) OPTION(LIST) MEMBER(“memvari”)”

End

FIGURE 1: THE DOUBLE LOOP LOGIC CODED PURELY IN REXX
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This simple read/write process is where all
of the time is spent. As each member is fin-
ished, written out one line at a time, the outer-
most loop needs to bump up and position to the
next member. This member is then read/written
and so on until at the outermost looping level,
the end of the member list is reached.

FIGURE 1 shows this double loop code in the
REXX named FLATTEN. FIGURE 2 is the
REXX code in FLATPROG.

ASSEMBLER FUNCTIONS
IN ISPF

REXX is such a pleasure to code most ISPF
dialog functions in that I will rarely even think
of using Assembler as my starting point. No,
most of the time, REXX does the job just fine.
When I do use Assembler for ISPF functions,
I will do everything in my power to avoid
placing what I think of as interface codein the
Assembler function.

I want the Assembler to do nothing but
“behind the scenes” work—no panels, no com-
mand line processing, no line-command interpre-
tation. I suppose you could call this “interface-
less.” This would be akin to a mini-batch job that
only processes things that are passed to it.

It is challenging to replace working (but
inefficient) REXX code with a High-Level
Assembler (Is that an oxymoron, or what?)
program. But it is well worth the effort if the
function will be heavily used.

Refer to FIGURE 3. I used Lionel Dyck’s
TIMER REXX to capture execution statistics
for two invocations of the FLATTEN EXECs.
The first invocation was the 100% REXX code
named FLATTEN. The second invocation is of
the FLATPROG REXX with the embedded
Assembler SELECT in it.

See what I mean?

PROCESS REMAINS MOSTLY
REXX

It can’t hurt to repeat the key point of this
particular translation, so I will: The only
REXX-to-Assembler translation that I did was
on the doubly nested Do/While loops that
move data from the PDS to the flat file. All
code outside of these loops is exactlythe same
in both REXX EXECs.

To underscore this point, here’s what I did
to create the FLATPROG REXX EXEC:

� Entered into an empty member named
FLATPROG in the same PDS where
FLATTEN resided

� Issued a COPY FLATTEN primary
command

� Deleted the double DO/While loop code
� Added the three lines (VPUT, SELECT,

VGET) that replace the loops

Another key point to note is that it is totally
acceptable to have one dialog function per-
form all the “set-up” work, and then another

function can process things that were estab-
lished by the first function.

For example, the REXX code initializes all
files and displays the pop-up panel. It uses
both the TSO ALLOC command and it also
does all of the “LM” set-up, such as LMINIT
and LMOPEN. At the back-end, the REXX
code also does the LMCLOSE and LMFREE
of all data files as well as issuing the TSO
FREE of the output dataset.
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All of the looping is done within the Assembler program named CLCAFLAT that is invoked via the SELECT service.
Note the VPUT (before) and the VGET (after) the SELECT. This is how variables are passed between REXX and a
compiled/assembled language in ISPF – through the Shared (or Profile) Pool.

Ispexec “LMMLIST DATAID(“dataidi”) OPTION(LIST) MEMBER(“memvar”)”

Ispexec “VPUT (DATAIDI DATAIDO LR1 MEMVARI IEBCARD MEMCNT LINECNT)”
Ispexec “SELECT PGM(CLCAFLAT)”
Ispexec “VGET (MEMCNT LINECNT)”

FIGURE 2: THE SAME LOGIC IN THE REXX EXEC NAMED FLATPROG

FIGURE 4: A SCREEN SHOT SHOWING THE APPEARANCE OF THE NUMERIC COUNTERS MEMCNT
(THE “59” IN THE SHORT ISPF MESSAGE) AND LINECNT (THE “9817” IN THE LONG MESSAGE
IN THE POP-UP) AFTER BEING VPUT BY THE ASSEMBLER PROGRAM

When the REXX issues the VGET, the values are updated in the REXX EXEC’s function pool.

Note the large differences in CPU time which directly translate into much shorter (up to 90% faster) elapsed time.

REXX Procedure FLATTEN executed  1 times with average service units of 110,194
and a total cpu time of: 9.44

REXX Procedure FLATPROG executed  1 times with average service units of 23,340
and a total cpu time of: 2.01

FIGURE 3: TWO INVOCATIONS OF THE REXX EXECS, ONE PURE REXX (FLATTEN) AND ONE
REXX WITH ASSEMBLER (FLATPROG)
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Only during the time-consuming process of
copying each PDS record to the flat file is the
Assembler program active, running with data
passed to it via the Shared pool.

CONCLUSION

One of the niftiest tricks in this process is
the way in which the two counters are han-
dled by the REXX-to-Assembler interface.
The two counters (seen in REXX syntax in
Figure 1) are MEMCNT and LINECNT.
MEMCNT counts the number of members
processed and LINECNT counts total lines
written. This line count doesn’t include the
IEBUPDTE cards.

In REXX, these counters are a no-brainer to
initialize and use. In Assembler, there is a bit
more work to do, but luckily, I had two spare
registers available. Using registers as counters
also solved the problem of field size. But what
about numeric editing, zero suppression and
all of the other “normalization” work that usu-
ally has to be done when dealing with a con-
vert to decimal (CVD), unpack (UNPK) and
edit and mark (EDMK)? I didn’t have to use
ANY of these instructions.

Why? It has to do with the automatic data con-
version that ISPF does when you VPUT a field
that has been defined (actually VDEFINE’d) as
FIXED into the Shared or Profile pool.

I included the two initialized counters in the
VPUT just prior to the SELECT more for con-
sistency than anything else. Note that the two
counters are the only two fields named in the
VGET that follows the SELECT of the
CLCAFLAT program.

I didn’t actually use the defined variables as
counter. Instead, I used the two spare registers.
This allowed me to use the simple add register
(A) instruction to increment the counts. Then,
just before leaving the Assembler program,
two store register (ST) instructions place the
register contents into the VDEFINE’d function
pool locations of the two counter variables.
The last ISPF service issued by the Assembler
program is a VPUT to place these counters
back into the Shared pool, and therefore, make
their updated contents available to the REXX
function pool. The REXX issues the VGET to
do this.

And guess what? ISPF automatically makes
the two fullword binary variables “readable”
and in fact, the numeric values of the counters
look identical to the way they look when the
pure REXX is executed. See FIGURE 4.

Cool. Try the code out, and you’ll see what
I mean.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He
can be reached at conlogco@attbi.com.
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